





New Trend of the Recent Studies on Sino-Soviet Relations:
International Conference of “The Cold War and
Sino-Soviet Relations: Diplomatic, Economic,
and Cultural Interactions” in Jan. 2009
Zheng Cheng
Studies on Sino-Soviet relations have shown signiﬁcant progress in recent years thanks to the
unprecedented and extensive academic exchanges among scholars crossing borders and the open of
o$cial archival documents in many countries. In January 2009, the international conference titled
“The Cold War and Sino-Soviet Relations: Diplomatic, Economic, and Cultural Interactions” was held
by the Center for Cold War International History Studies in East China Normal University, one of the
leading institutes on Sino-Soviet relations studies. This conference, with its participants from nine
nations and more than 30 presentations, can be considered as an epoch-making event in the history
of the Sino-Soviet relations studies in global scale.
This paper begins with an introduction on some of the leading presentations by focusing on their
arguments, the academic signiﬁcances, and their impacts to the research community on Sino-Soviet
relations. In addition, this paper points out the new trend in Sino-Soviet relations studies. That is, the
research ﬁelds of such studies has no longer been concentrated on politics and diplomacy but
expanded to boarder aspects such as economics, culture studies and local history.
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1. efg (Sino-Soviet Economic and Technical Cooperationh
2.  (Sino-Soviet Cultural Exchange)
3. %	 	i& 3'(j; (Immigrants, Students, and Special Zones)
4.  kci)*+ l (Academic and Legal Reform under Soviet Tutelage)
5. 60	 m ,-n)o (Sino-Soviet Split or Reconciliation in the 1960s)
6. 	 .p/q (Sino-Soviet Relation and the Third World)
7. 0 1 (Allies and Enemies)
8.  Z l (The Soviet Union and China’s Reforms)
9. 	 23 (Sino-Soviet Normalization)
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